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Electronic Distribution Channels’ Effect on Hotel Revenue Management

Even with the variety of distribution channels available, rate and length of stay remain the key factors in revenue management.

BY SUNMEE CHOI AND SHERYL E. KIMES

The emergence of internet-enabled distribution channels has created both opportunities for and challenges to hotels’ revenue-management practices. The potential to reduce distribution costs using internet channels has made hotel managers more conscious of the need to maximize contributions to gross profit (revenue less distribution costs) rather than just the revenue obtained from a given room sale. In addition to considering rate and timing of sales, hotel managers must evaluate the effects of distribution-channel management on their current revenue-management practices and determine how to benefit from it.

Although the potential benefit associated with revenue management of distribution channels has been discussed, no study has been conducted to measure this notion. In this study, we extended commonly used revenue-management forecasting and optimization methods to consider the effects of distribution channels and used a computer simulation to test the performance of the extended models.

Problem Overview
Revenue management is the business practice of selling the right inventory to the right customer for the right price at the right time. Even with the variety of distribution channels available, rate and length of stay remain the key factors in revenue management.

Note: The authors are indebted to the following revenue-management and electronic-distribution practitioners: Stephanie Fabian, revenue manager, hotel-revenue management, priceline.com.; Sharon Duffy, senior director of revenue management, Hilton Hotels Corporation; and Jay Burnett, corporate manager, revenue analysis and strategy, Marriott International.
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The concept of “right” in this definition means achieving the maximum revenue for the sellers and gaining the maximum value for the buyers. The basic principle of revenue management is to match the room rate and timing of the sale to the buyer’s needs. One offers discounted rates to stimulate demand for inventory that would otherwise go unsold, but limits the availability of the discounts to customers who are willing to pay a higher price to gain, for example, last-minute accommodations, or to those who must have a particular room at a particular time.

Hotel companies reported revenue increases of 2 to 5 percent as a result of using revenue management.

Since the hotel industry adopted revenue management in the 1980s, it has been developed and practiced by different hotel companies at varying levels of sophistication. Some hotels use daily occupancy forecasts to determine rate availability, while others develop multiple arrival forecasts for combinations of rate, length of stay, and room type, and optimize the inventory allocation at every 15th booking.

Revenue management rests on this question: What is the most profitable mix of demand for the given capacity? Inventory-allocation methods help managers to make this determination. In operational terms, inventory-allocation decisions help reservation agents decide whether to accept or reject a reservation request.

Various allocation methods have been developed for inventory-allocation problems. The EMR (expected marginal revenue) model is the most widely used model in the airline industry, while bid-price models have gained acceptance for both hotels and airlines. A variety of other models exist, but bid-price methods are considered to work well in both the airline industry and in the hotel industry.

Sophisticated revenue-management systems apply an inventory-allocation algorithm to make the best allocation decisions, which are then communicated to users in the form of restrictions at each rate-bucket level. Allocation decisions are typically updated nightly for the next 90 arrival days through a rerun of the inventory-allocation algorithm based on updated demand forecasts and overbooking decisions. Since current revenue-management systems do not consider

---

5 Ibid.
8 Bid-price methods formulate the inventory-allocation problem as a linear-programming model. The shadow price of the capacity constraint in the model, which shows the marginal value of the last inventory unit available to the hotel, is used as the bid price to decide whether to accept or reject requests. If requested rates are equal to or higher than the bid price, they are accepted, if they are lower than the bid price, they are rejected.
current market conditions, competitor practices, or any unusual market phenomena, responsible personnel generally review and adjust the system's recommendations each day.

After review, the allocation decisions are then communicated to the reservation system at the property level or at the central level, which in turn feeds the GDS routes through a switch system where appropriate.

Inventory-allocation decisions for a given future arrival day depend on the level of forecasted demand for the day. Since allocation decisions are typically made by room-rate category and length of stay, demand forecasts are required at that level. Hotels can either directly generate demand forecasts at the required level of detail or develop forecasts at an aggregate level, such as at an overall hotel level, and apply historical probability distributions of the aggregate demand at the required level of detail. The latter approach may seem inexpensive, but if demand is unstable, that approach requires frequent updates of the probability distributions and, as a result, cannot be considered a low-cost alternative. Detailed forecasts by rate category and length of stay have been shown to reduce forecast error.11

### Hotel Distribution-channel Management

Traditional business hotels could have three primary distribution channels: hotel direct, central reservation offices, and travel agencies. Recently, internet-enabled company web sites and various online travel agencies have become additional channels for hotels. The variable cost of a booking through these various channels can vary from nearly nothing to $35 or more.

Typically up to four systems are involved in processing booking requests from these channels (see Exhibit 1): global distribution system (GDS),

---

To manage revenue by distribution channel, revenue-management forecasting and optimization models must be revised to consider the relevant information.

Internet-enabled distribution channels can be categorized into company web sites and online agencies. In general, company web sites are owned and managed directly by the hotel companies, while online agencies are third-party intermediaries between hotels and customers. These internet channels provide booking capabilities through their connections to the CRS or to existing networks (e.g., GDS–switch–CRS, switch–CRS). Depending on the systems involved in processing bookings, the cost of booking through internet channels can vary considerably.

Each system involved in distribution has a different cost to hotels. For example, GDSs charge approximately $4.00 per transaction, switch systems charge $0.36, and CRSs charge $2.50. In addition, travel agents typically charge a 10-percent commission of the total booked revenue (although some airlines have unilaterally discontinued that payment). Depending on the distribution channel, the variable costs per booking can range from nearly nothing to as high as $6.86 plus 10 percent of the total booked revenue. Given that the variable cost per booking can be minimal when reservations are made through company web sites connected directly to the CRS, the potential cost-saving opportunity is considerable for hotels.

A reasonable proposition is that it is most beneficial for hotels to book reservations through the least-expensive channels, if there is sufficient demand via those channels. To manage revenue by distribution channel, revenue-management forecasting and optimization models must be revised to consider the relevant information.

Revenue Management of Hotel-distribution Channels

In the hotel industry, distribution-channel management has been considered as a marketing tool, and distribution costs have been generally seen as inflexible. Little attention has been paid to the revenue-management implications of using various distribution channels although the implications for hotel profitability could be substantial.

Hotel revenue-management systems employ a variety of optimization methods, In our study, we selected the bid-price method as our inventory-allocation model since it is a well-accepted optimization method. Typically, the bid-price method is applied by rate and length of stay. To those criteria we added evaluating reservation requests by contribution (revenue less distribution cost) from the distribution channel, as well as the rate and length of stay.

For an inventory-allocation method to select the most profitable mix of demand, accurate demand forecasts are required. Various forecasting methods (i.e., pickup forecasting, regression and exponential smoothing) are employed by hotel revenue-management systems. We used the

---


14 E.L. Williamson, op. cit.; and Baker and D.A. Collier, pp. 239–256.

15 Weatherford, Kimes, and Scott, op. cit.
Revenue-management forecasts are done by rate category and length of stay for current-allocation methods, since allocation decisions are made at that level. Thus, a hotel with ten rate categories and seven lengths of stay would require 70 (10 times 7) forecasts for each future arrival day. For the extended-allocation method, more forecasts are required since they must be made by rate category, length of stay, and distribution channel. For example, if a hotel had three different distribution channels, the number of forecasts would increase to 210 (10 times 7 times 3) for each future arrival day.

**Hotel-reservation and Revenue-management-system Simulation**

A computer-simulated hotel-reservation and revenue-management system was developed and used to test the relative contribution-enhancement performance of the extended model to the current model. In the extended approach, we revenue-managed by rate, length of stay and distribution channel, while in the current approach, we revenue-managed only by rate and length of stay.

The simulated hotel was a typical urban business hotel with 300 similar rooms available at $119, $129, and $139 per night. Customers were allowed to book only one room and stay for a maximum of three nights.

Three types of distribution channels were used: direct channels, online agencies, and traditional travel agencies. Traditional travel agencies were assumed to make bookings only through GDS-switch-CRS connectivity. Distribution cost per booking was zero for direct channels, $6.00 for online agencies, and $6.00 plus a commission of 10 percent of the total revenue for travel agencies. The contribution of each request was then calculated by rate category, length of stay, and distribution channel (see Exhibit 2).

Bookings could be made up to 14 days in advance of the arrival day. As with most business hotels, the demand level was highest for Tuesdays (120 percent of capacity) and Wednesdays (130 percent), with Mondays (98 percent) and Thursdays (100 percent of capacity) being the next highest. Lowest demand occurred on the weekends: Fridays at 59 percent, Saturdays at 54 percent, and Sundays at 75 percent of capacity. About 60 percent of bookings came through direct-booking channels, 35 percent through traditional travel agents, and about 5 percent through online agencies. The number of requests for a given future arrival day increased as the arrival day approached. To simplify the simulation process, we did not permit overbooking. Since the purpose of this study was to test the contribution effects of each of the two inventory-allocation methods, as long as everything else in the simulation testing the two models was held the same (no matter whether overbooking was considered in the models), the difference in results was attributable to the difference in the two methods compared.

The system simulated a hotel’s reservation-booking environment and the functions of the hotel’s reservation and revenue-management systems (please see Exhibit 3, on the next page, for a graphical representation of the simulation). A total of 100 simulation runs were made for each
Revenue-management-simulation structure

Schedule the next request arrival based on a given request-arrival rate.

A reservation request arrives.

Is it the end of a booking day?
Yes: Generate a new set of demand forecasts.
No: Generate bid prices.

Is the rate or contribution greater than or equal to the bid price, and is remaining capacity on all required nights greater than zero?
Yes: Determine when cancellation is to occur.
No: Accept.

Is the booking to cancel in the future?
Yes: Schedule the cancellation.
No: Reject.

Determine when cancellation is to occur.
bid-price method. In each run, 56 arrival days were simulated, and the weekly contribution from the last seven days was tracked.

Reservation requests were first generated according to daily request arrival rates. The request arrival rate on a given booking day was based on the demand-intensity level for the next 14 future arrival days and request-booking patterns for the arrival days. A request was accepted only if the revenue or contribution from that request was greater than or equal to the bid price for the requested arrival day, and a room was available on all requested nights. Otherwise, the request was rejected. Once a request was accepted, the cancellation probability was calculated. If the booking cancelled, the cancellation occurred randomly between the current booking time and the end of the requested arrival day.

When the simulation clock reached the end of a booking day, the revenue-management system updated demand forecasts for the next 14 future days. Based on the updated forecasts, the system reran the bid-price method and updated the bid prices for the next 14 future arrival days.

Two forecast-aggregation approaches were tested: (1) disaggregate forecasts in which the forecasts were developed at the required level of detail, and (2) aggregate forecasts in which forecasts were developed at an aggregate level and historical probability distributions of the aggregate demand were applied at the required level of detail of rate, length of stay, and distribution channel.

Forecast performance was measured by both accuracy and contribution impact. Two measures of forecast accuracy were used: the mean absolute deviation (MAD) and the median relative absolute error (MdRAE). The contribution achieved by each method was compared and tested for significance using t-tests.

No Significant Difference

A summary of the inventory-allocation and forecasting methods tested and the results obtained is presented in Exhibit 4. The weekly con-

---

**EXHIBIT 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of model tested</th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inventory-allocation method</td>
<td>Demand-forecasting method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method selected</td>
<td>Bid-price method</td>
<td>Classic pickup method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing model</td>
<td>The method applied at the rate and length-of-stay level with a goal of maximizing revenue</td>
<td>The method applied at the rate and length-of-stay level, and resulting forecasts multiplied by probability distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended model</td>
<td>The method applied at the rate, length-of-stay, and distribution-channel level with a goal of maximizing contribution</td>
<td>The method applied directly at the rate, length-of-stay level, and distribution-channel level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is measured and compared</td>
<td>Revenue and contribution</td>
<td>Revenue, contribution, and forecast accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>There was no significant difference in the obtained contribution amount between the two models.</td>
<td>Extended model produced much more accurate forecast and significantly more revenue and contribution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

tribution achieved by the two inventory-allocation methods in each run of the simulated hotel's booking environment was recorded and averaged over 100 independent seven-night replications of the simulation run. The differences in the resulting average contribution over the replications were compared using \( t \)-tests. The average weekly contribution from the extended method was slightly higher than the average weekly contribution of the current method, but the difference was not statistically significant.

The disaggregated forecasting method produced a significantly higher average weekly contribution (11 percent) than the aggregate forecasting method \((p = 0.001)\). The disaggregated forecasting method produced significantly more-accurate forecasts (aggregate method: MAD = 17.9, MdRAE = 0.24; disaggregate method: MAD = 11.23, MdRAE = 0.15) \((p = 0.0006\) for MAD and \(p = 0.007\) for MdRAE).

Rate and Length of Stay Make the Difference

For the simulated hotel, optimizing by rate, length of stay, and distribution channel did not significantly enhance contribution, when compared to optimizing by rate and length of stay.

Disaggregated forecasts produced more-accurate demand forecasts than aggregated forecasts and, as a result, generated significantly higher contribution levels. This result is consistent with earlier research.\(^{18}\) We found that it is best to forecast directly at the required level of detail when generating forecasts by rate, length of stay, and distribution channel.

After-the-fact analysis of the results highlighted factors that may have affected model performance, including the re-optimization frequency, the gap between room rates in comparison to the amount of distribution fees, and demand-arrival patterns. As we discuss next, these factors can vary by hotel, so the results of this study may not be generalizable to all hotels.

The re-optimization frequency of the inventory-allocation method can drive the size of the contribution achieved. The linear-programming model used to generate bid prices for the allocation method requires frequent re-optimization for the best results.\(^{19}\) In this study, re-optimization was performed only nightly to simulate a common practice in the hotel industry. That approach doesn't model the hotels that optimize the inventory allocation at every fifteenth booking, for instance. More frequent re-optimization could lead to bigger contribution enhancement by the extended method.

The size of the gap between room rates may interact with the cost of distribution and influence the contribution enhancement of the extended method. If distribution costs do not vary greatly and the gap between room rates is large, the extended method will not necessarily result in a contribution enhancement. Therefore, hotels with a small gap between room rates and a wide range of distribution costs are likely to attain a larger benefit from the extended method.

The arrival order of requests can make a difference in the size of the realized contribution. The bid-price method accepts requests with a requested room rate higher than or equal to the bid price. The same bid prices are used until they are updated through a re-optimization. If, for example, low-revenue requests arrive before those with high rates, as commonly is the case for hotels with a good mix of business and leisure customers, the bid-price method with a goal of maximizing revenue may allow the acceptance of the low-rate requests at the cost of turning away late-arriving high-revenue requests. However, the bid-price method that has a goal of maximizing contribution distinguishes the same-revenue requests by distribution channel used and allows acceptance of requests that satisfy the minimum-contribution requirement at the distribution channel.

---

\(^{18}\) Weatherford, Kimes, and Scott, \textit{op. cit.}\n
\(^{19}\) E.L. Williamson, \textit{op. cit.}\n
---
channel. As a result, it is much less likely that early arriving low-contribution requests will be accepted at the cost of late-arriving high-contribution requests. Therefore, the contribution-enhancement potential of the extended model is much greater for hotels that have low-revenue demand requests arriving before high-revenue requests.

Focus on Key Factors

The emergence of low-cost booking channels has heightened hotel managers’ interest in maximizing contribution from room bookings, instead of just revenue. While the possible benefits from the revenue-management of distribution channels have been discussed before this, no one had tried to measure the effect of that effort. In this study, we found that optimizing by rate, length of stay, and distribution channel did not lead to a significantly higher contribution than optimizing only by rate and length of stay. Our findings also supported past studies that found that disaggregated forecasts produced significantly better results than aggregated forecasts.

We conclude that business hotels similar to the hotel simulated in this study will not benefit significantly from applying revenue-management strategies to their distribution channels, provided that they are already optimizing by rate and length of stay. However, this result cannot be generalized to all other types of hotels. After-the-fact analyses showed that the contribution-enhancement potential of the extended approach could vary depending on a hotel’s operating characteristics. Therefore, the true size of the benefit from the extended-allocation method for a hotel can be found only by testing the application of the method to the hotel.

Sunmee Choi, Ph. D. (pictured left), is a visiting assistant professor at the Cornell University School of Hotel Administration (sc128@cornell.edu), where Sheryl E. Kimes, Ph. D. (pictured right), is a professor (sek6@cornell.edu). The authors are indebted to the following revenue-management and electronic-distribution practitioners: Stephanie Fabian, revenue manager, hotel revenue management, priceline.com.; Sharon Duffy, senior director of revenue management, Hilton Hotels Corporation; and Jay Burnett, corporate manager, revenue analysis and strategy, Marriott International.
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